


This is the city view that we are familiar with. 



This traditional cityscape is 
less common nowadays. 



Oriental traditional architecture is filled with wisdom and aesthetics. 



The design inspiration comes  
             from Oriental wisdom and aesthetics. 



Roof Tiles 
The beauty of tile layers 



Upturned Eaves 
The symbol of long-lasting wealth 



Hollowed-out Windows 
The hollowed-out design provides ventilation while creating beautiful lights and shadows. 



The artistic patterns not only represent safety 
but also are symbols of blessing. 

Carved Column 

Artistic Tiles 
and 



Let’s show our children the traditional wisdom 
and aesthetics                       ! in the Weplay way 





Age: 3 y+ 

Components: 

Rectangular Tile (L) x 8 - 24 x 12 x 0.4 (L x W x H) 

Rectangular Tile (S) x 24 - 12 x 4 x 0.4 cm (L x W x H) 

Square Tile x 24 - 12 x 12 x 0.4 cm (L x W x H) 
Triangle Tile x 8 - 20 x 7 x 0.4 cm (L x W x H) 
Total: 64 pieces 



L 12 x W 12 x H 0.4 cm L 24 x W 12 x H 0.4 cm 

Basic Geometric Shapes Classical Patterns  

L 20 x W 7 x H 0.4 cm L 12 x W 4  x H 0.4 cm 



Large Piece Tiles –  
Play on the tabletop or the floor 
to make majestic constructions. 



Upturned Triangle Tiles - Make plentiful creations. 

Upturned design adding more 
construction possibilities. 



Multiple Notches On Square and Rectangular Tiles  
- Provide different construction possibilities. 

Square Tiles have four more  
45-degree notches! 



Classic Pattern – Create beautiful shadows with lights shining through. 



Wavy design for smart storage 

Real Roof-like Tiles -  Artistic yet functional 



Unique Color Combination   
 Brick red, tangerine orange, and stone grey. 



           

Demonstration  
Of 

 Oriental architecture 



Tell your own story  

                with your creation. 



Learning through Play 

 Design concepts incorporate Oriental architecture. Weplay Construction Tiles provides a 
sense of beauty through wavy tiles, hollowed-out windows, and carved columns. The 
textured surface on the Tiles brings an enjoyable tactile quality. 

 Brick red, tangerine orange, and stone grey Construction Tiles can be made into delicate 
decorative objects. Adults and children enjoy the process of creating structures together. 

 Weplay Construction Tiles is easy to play with due to the large sizes and geometric shapes. 
From playing on the tabletop to creating the structures on the floor, Weplay Construction 
Tiles offers various ways for constructive play that improve children’s fine motor skills. 

 Triangle Tiles with upturned designs at the two ends can build a roof easily with the other 
Tiles. With four 45-degree notches, Square Tiles provides more different construction 
possibilities. Creating different structures by playing Weplay Construction Tiles practice 
spatial ability. 

 Playing with lights and natural elements adds more scenarios and makes the storytelling 
more creative. 


